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Origami flower making easy



Learn how to make origami juicy! These origami plants make perfect gifts &amp; decorations, your friends will love them. No cutting or glue required. Learn how to make a nice bowl with origami flowers or tulip, this origami flower has a gear design from the inside. It can be used as a small origami bowl for
sweets or keep other items displayed inside. Made of 1 sheet of square paper. Learn how to make an origami star flower bowl, this origami box edges can look like four star points or flower petals. Made of one sheet of square paper, no glue required. Learn how to make some nice origami gear flowers!
You can make several different varieties of this origami flower: gear, closed, twisted, and also have an alternative color on the tips of the petals. Fold the cute origami cactus with the flower that sits in the pot! All made only of origami. These origami cacti are a great little gift to give your friends and family,
they can be displayed on desks and do not require water! Fold the traditional origami flower from 8 petals using 1 sheet of square paper. This easy origami flower is perfect to make a bouquet of paper flowers! Create a beautiful origami pot, the handle of the stem can hold many stems. Makes a great gift
for someone special. A tutorial for the holder of stems &amp; flowers. Learn how to make a pretty Origami Sakura star designed by Alego Bahmani. This origami flower is made starting with 1 sheet of square paper made in a pentagon. Learn how to make cute and useful origami clover bookmarks! This
origami clover is easy to make with 1 sheet of square paper. Learn how to make a little Origami Cactus! These friendly cacti are spine-free &amp; do not require water! You can make a round or one with a lot of levels. This fairly modular origami lotus flower has 8 petals, the leaves underneath are
separate, the flower sits on top. Its easy to make this origami flower! Learn how to turn a napkin into an origami rose! It's very easy to make this pretty origami napkin grown! It's a great place for parties &amp; weddings! Learn how to make a nice bowl of origami flowers, a dish or a plate, you can adjust
the base of this bowl to make it wider at the bottom, it is great to display jewelry, nicknacks or serve candies &amp; snacks. Learn how to fold a cute origami flower in the shape of a cardholder, also looks like clover. This booth is great for displaying cards, photos or café menus, perfect for parties,
weddings and much more! Learn how to make origami clover, which can be turned into a flower with several different varieties. This origami clover is made from just one sheet of paper, which makes everything nicer. Make a bowl of origami star, which also looks like a crown and a flower. This origami
model can be closed and opened. Spreading joy one fold at a time origami flowers can be really beautiful. They can also be very complicated. They make great gifts for Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day, birthday, etc. Kusudama flowers can be glued to make a flower ball and and be used as
decorative or decorative elements during the holiday season. Origami flowers are much more affordable than real flowers and last much longer (but they don't smell so sweet) ;) Follow the step-by-step photos and origami diagrams and fold the origami flowers. Try to give them to someone, they will be
fascinated by your origami flowers and the effort you have made to make them! Hello! Hello to my first instructable. I will be showing you how to make this origami flower, in an in-fact form! This origami flower can be used in any situation and is very versatile. You can make a few of them to give to
someone special for Valentine's Day or give it to mom on Mother's Day! I followed this tutorial by Jessica from Craft TV, please check it out and thank you very much Jessica for the amazing tutorial! Materials:1. Paper of your choice (preferably square, or you will have to cut it to the right size)* I noticed
after a few attempts that the smaller the paper, the better it looks! That's it! All you need is paper. Let's go to the tutorial! Weihnachten mit HGTV Darüber freut sich jeder! Weihnachten myth HGTV Drei Ideen! Weihnachten mit HGTV Nichts wegwerfen! Weihnachten mit HGTV Kinderleicht gemacht.
Weihnachten mit HGTV Du musst keine neue kaufen! Weihnachten myth HGTV Super Upcycling! Weihnachten mit HGTV Schnell und unkompliziert Weihnachten mit HGTV Mt viel Glitzer &amp; für den kleinen Geldbeutel! Weihnachten mit HGTV Ideen &amp; Inspiration Weihnachten mit HGTV Für jede
Wohnung! Weihnachten mit HGTV Mit vielen Leckerlis und Spielzeug! DIY Viel Spaß für deinen Vierbeiner. Herbst auf HGTV Auch als Geschenk eine schöne Idee DIY Das perfekte Geschenk DIY Perfekt für die kalte Jahreszeit Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko! Herbst auf HGTV Super spicy! Herbst
auf HGTV Das wird hübsch! Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko Herbst auf HGTV Vorbereitung auf den Winter Herbst auf HGTV Für eine gemütliche Atmosphäre Herbst auf HGTV Auf jeder Halloween-Party der Hit! Herbst auf HGTV Superlecker! Herbst auf HGTV Tipps für deine Herbst-Deko. Herbst
auf HGTV Aus Woll-Filz! Herbst auf HGTV W schönen Herbstfarben Herbst auf HGTV Joana Gaines-Style! Herbst auf HGTV Kreativer Herbst Herbst auf HGTV Schöne Blumen im Herbst Herbst auf HGTV Perfektes Herbst-DIY Hacks &amp; Tipps 7 Tipps, die dein Leben ordnen Gardening Wir geben dir
Tipps. DIY Super ökologisch und unterschiedlich einsetzbar. DIY Für das Sommergefühl zuhause DIY Natürlches Flair für deine vier Räume. Food Lass dich inspirieren. What to fold next? Kawaii paper This origami lily flower is easy to make from a single sheet of square paper. This traditional origami lily
flower looks beautiful on its own or in a bouquet with other origami flowers. Try to create them in several different colors, and then use them in these creative ways: If you need a last-minute gift for a birthday or a gift finish, use a few simple flowers to brighten up any gift. Stretch some origami together in a
paper garland as a beautiful decoration for any party. Create a paper bouquet for someone special. This is especially pleasing if it is for someone who may be allergic to flowers. Unlike live flowers, the paper bouquet will last forever. You will want to start with origami paper, which has color on both sides.
If you use origami paper, which is only colored on one side, you will see a white side when you get this origami lily. To begin with, it is recommended to use paper weighing at least 15 x 15 centimeters, so you have a lot of paper to fold. Once you feel comfortable with the folds and design, you can switch
to smaller paper if you prefer. After mastering this origami lily, you can try to make more paper flowers, such as an easy origami tulip flower or traditional origami camellia. Once grouped together, the origami flowers look very beautiful like a bouquet. You can use all one colored paper and make different
flowers or use multiple colored papers for different flowers. 1 piece of 15x15 centimetre colored paper To begin with, prepare paper and sit in a transparent workplace with plenty of space and light to create your origami masterpiece. Don't be discouraged if you need more than one attempt to fix it.
Continue practicing and following the steps. You'll get it. Choose a paper color and prepare to fold: Start by folding the paper in half, from top to bottom, and then from left to right. Turn the paper over. Fold the paper diagonally in half in both directions, then expand it completely. Turn the paper back to the
other side and turn it over. Bring the left and right corners inward to the center, then roll from top to bottom. This result is called Origami Square Base. Kawaii Paper Turn Origami Square Base so that the open end is on top. Now imagine that the paper was cut into three so that there were three equal
slices. Fold the right edge to the left. Fold the left edge to the right. If the result doesn't look like a photo, it's not right. Just spread and adjust until it is approximately the same. Don't worry if it's not perfect. Real flowers are not perfect, too. Kawaii paper Expand the paper. Fold the right edge to the crease
that you just made. Unfold.Open the right edge of the paper and reverse the crease that you just did. Now flatten the paper. Repeat the same process on the left. Kawaii paper Fold the paper like a kite, as indicated in the photo. Spread the paper. Open the small flap. Cut the two edges of this flap inwards.
Flatten it completely. Kawaii Paper Fold the right side of the right section behind you, so it looks like a photo. Repeat this step on the other three sides to create flower petals. Carefully open the flower. Very gently use a chopstick or pencil to curl the petals. Remember that you deal with paper, so do it very
carefully. You should now have origami flower. Do not forget that origami has a practice, so do not be surprised if if the sample is not perfect. Try again, and you'll probably find that the second attempt is better. After successfully creating an origami lily flower, you are ready to create more beautiful origami
ornaments such as origami rose and even origami butterfly. Kawaii Kawaii Paper
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